STANDING COMMITTEES

Academic Policy Committee (APC)

MINUTES—ACADEMIC POLICY COMMITTEE—09/07/2022
Present: Crowley, Gilliland, Jayawickreme, Mugno, Petrie (outgoing chair), Siedlecki, Starling (guest), Uribe, Yu
1. Elect committee chair: Melanie Uribe / Rex Gilliland co-chairs
2. Review status of P&T reform project
   Reports on status of initiatives from each workgroup
   Perhaps reconsider committee decision to move all proposals to Senate en masse rather than individually
   Re: dept guidelines: consider info sessions for individual depts
3. Discuss options for potential reallocation of P&T revision tasks
   Majority opinion is that P&T issues currently on APC and PPC agendas should all be assigned to new ad hoc committee provided that current members of APC and PPC who wish to continue P&T work will be allowed to choose to move membership to P&T ad hoc committee in place of APC or PPC duty.
4. Workload summaries issue (Uribe): refer to Exec Comm for assignment to appropriate committee
5. APC document management (remains on BB) and virtual meeting platform (co-chairs’ call)

Respectfully submitted,
Paul R. Petrie